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* Should you have any doubt, please consult similar entries in BITRA. If still in doubt, do not hesitate to get in touch with Javier Franco (Javier.Franco@ua.es)

********

MODEL FOR A BITRA ENTRY - PLEASE, FILL IN ONLY APPLICABLE FIELDS
Send as part of your e-mail (no attachments) to: Javier.Franco@ua.es

SUBJECTS= [use your own keywords. We will translate them into BITRAs language]
AUTHORS= [surname, first name of the first author; other authors, if any, in their normal order. If an editor, add (ed.) or (eds.) - e.g. Johnson, Mary; José Pla Martínez & John Smith (eds.)]
YEAR= [if possible, always the first edition; if it is a newspaper article: Day-month-year]
TITLE= [if not in English, please try to add a translation into this language in square brackets]
PLACE= [if a full text version is freely available online, include complete URL address]
PUBLISHER= [publisher or name of journal + volume:number. E.g. Peter Lang or: Babel 4:1]
PAGES=
LANGUAGE= [The language the publication is written in]
TYPE= [book, chapter, article, Ph.D. thesis, journal]
ISBN= [with no hyphens]
SERIES= [not to be confused with publisher]
AVAILABILITY= [If the publication is freely available on the Internet, state this by means of the keyword: "Open access".]
TABLE OF CONTENTS= [include only the main chapters. If a collective book with less than 30 contributions, include them all. If there are more than 30 just give the main parts the book is divided into]
ABSTRACT= [state whether the abstract is yours or the author’s, publisher’s, etc. (Source: Author / Publisher / Jane Doe). It must be non-evaluative and contain between 50 and 150 words. Ideally, it should be in English, but it can also be written in the same language as the publication you have described.]
COMMENTS= [if it is a chapter from an edited book, include here the relevant data still missing: (In: editors (eds.), year, Book title) - E.g. In: Bel, Edith Le (ed.) 1995. ‘La masque et la plume: traducir, reflexiones, experiencias y prácticas.’ If a paper from a conference, give the basic data (name of conference, place, date). If a translation, include the translator’s name. If there are several editions, state how many and when. etc.]
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS= [Record / Abstract / Whatever supplied by (your name). If you wish, there is no problem in adding the name of your institution or research project or association. Normally, if you are also the author of the publication, you will not want your name mentioned here.]

